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Government cost is the resource used up in the course of its performing 
administration, which exists objectively as the largest expense in the society. 
Especially in China that is undergoing the transformation in every aspect of 
society, the fact of high government cost is blocking, to some extent, 
governments’ effort of improving its efficiency, and it is time to resolve the 
problem. In the writer’s viewpoint, in order to reduce this kind cost, the first step 
is to know the reason and the whole mechanism that give rise to government 
cost, which will make it possible to put forward suitable countermeasure. The 
theory of “economy person” hypothesis, the theory property right system, and 
the theory of exchange expense etc. among the institutional economics will be 
able to be used as analyzing tools, when it comes to explain and resolve the 
reason and the mechanism mentioned above. So, the writer anatomizes 
government cost from the angel of institutional economics in this thesis, which 
is a new method in the field, expecting to obtain the attention of the officials of 
our government and craft brothers, and contribute to the revolution. 
This paper consists of six parts; the first is introduction, which expatiates 
the outline of thought, reasons of selecting the subject, framework of the whole 
article, the origin of theories, and the innovations and disadvantages. The second 
part mainly introduces the theories and application, including the concept of 
institution, hypothesis of human’s behavior, theory of property right and 
exchange cost etc, and analyzing government cost from the perspective of 
institutional economics. The third part is divided into the reason and mechanism 
of government expense. In the fourth part, the writer analyzes why our 
government cost is so high, and tries to find the sticking point of this 
phenomenon from the perspective of both history and praxis. The fifth uses the 
institutions of government cost of west countries’ for reference, such as England, 














according with China’s situation to reduce our government cost, thorough using 
theories of institution, and adopting west countries’ successful experience. 
The innovative work of this essay is to research the government cost from 
the perspective of institution economics at the time when a few scholars pay 
attention to the government cost and there are a little material about it. The work 
is to explore a new kind of perspective study for government cost.  
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第一章  绪论 
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    制度经济学是以制度为研究对象，形成了“经济人”假设、产权制度、
交易费用、制度创新等理论。新制度经济学的代表人物科斯指出，“当代制
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